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EMSODEV
(EGIM) deployment

A major step forward in the direct ocean observing has been taken with the deployment
and installation of the new observatory infrastructure- EMSO Generic Instrument
Module (EGIM), thus contributing to a standardised approach for European ocean
observatories
On the 1st of December 2016 a major step forward in the direct ocean observing
was taken with the deployment of the new observatory infrastructure, an ocean
monitoring multi-sensor module EMSO Generic Instrument Module (EGIM) and its
installation and maintenance on the OBSEA underwater observatory near the coast
of Vilanova i la Geltrú (Barcelona, Spain).

Observatory Development (EMSODEV) project- funded by the European Union’ s
dedicated programme for research and innovation, Horizon 2020.
After EGIM have undergone various and rigorous dry tests in laboratories, it will be
tested on the observatory’s real- life conditions and each result will be checked and
analysed, ensuring that EGIM will be able to function as required. The innovative
open new opportunities for research and industry. The EGIM data will be accessible
to all through an online Data Management Platform.

Also the standardised nature, timely processing and data delivery capability of the
monitoring.
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The EGIM will provide data suitable for many kinds of research including records of
are also underway to include newer kinds of ocean sensors such as those for carbon
camera technology that can monitor biodiversity.

ments. Inter-operability and capacity of future evolution of the system are key
aspects of the modularity.
Even more - the data is accessible for anyone, anywhere, regardless of where it is
produced.

Standardized ocean observation data can be readily combined from European to
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